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Appendix D1
Related and E<irlier Attempts at Concept Coding
There have been many attempts at isolating and classifying elements
of meaning at the root of complex concepts. De Grolier (•) notes
that methods and the need for them have been regularly discovered
and rediscovered since the time of Leibniz or even earlier. He
then ~tates: "We dra~ attention to these 'anteriorities', not in
order to underrate the ~ork pe~formed by the various researchers
or teams of researchers -- who, in most cases, truly believed that
they had discovered a 'new method' -- but to persuade them, rather
than to advocate unilaterially any one 'exclusive' process, to
agree that they are all engaged in work on common basic principles,
whatever may be the differences (at times very minor) in the coding
method or the particular type of machine adopted."
De Grolier has summarized the work on classification around the
world but only a few initiatives seem to be directly related to this
project. Usually the work has been directed towards solving a
classification problem in som~ particular field which strongly
·
influences the design of the scheme (see Appendix A2 ), The foilowing, noted by de Grolier, is of more direct relevance!
1. Perry and Ken( (Western Reserve University)
Developed a coding method fbr the field of metall8rgy based on
•semantic analysis' of complex terms into 'individual terms',
30,000 terms were assembled f.rom a variety of sources. The
notation is however very cumbersome.
2. S.M. Newman (u:s. Patent Office)
A 'vast attempt at defining or redefining concepts, uihich could
perhaps be entitled -- to paraphrase a famoui title -- 'In search
of lost simplicity': to discover or rediscover non-equivocal
terms beyond the complications of natural language, which
'unfortunately' does not have "uniform or logical rulec for the
denomination of devices or things". In effect this is an
attempt at creating a metalanguage -- but again results in a
cumbersome notation.
3, C.G. Smith (U.S. Patent Office)
Suggested a system which would isolate "ultimate concepts •••
required in the definition of more specific concepts •.•• There
is a basic layer of concepts which do not require definition,
It is the use of such elemental concepts which is contemplated
in the present system .••• A fundamental feature is to seek
beneath composite words the basic organization of elemental
concepts which they represent, and to develop the essential
combination for the definition of these wcrds."(••)
This
was conceived mainly for "patentable contriyances on the US
(*)Eric de Grolier. A Study of General Categories applicable
to Classification and Coding in Documentation.
Paris,
UNESCO, 1953.
(**)C.G. Smith. Descriptive documentation, International Conference
on Scientific Information, 195.8; Proceodings. Washington,
National Academy of Sciences~ 1959 1 p. 1103

Patent Office Interrelated Logic Accumulating Scanner, It
docs however permit chains of related concepts to be handled,
4. Cordonnier
Worked on methods "to symbolize the elementary points of· view
of the classification of ideas and ••• to study the grouping of
those symbols in order to obtain composite symbols representing
the structure of complex concepts".
He also suggests that
"intuition permits the representation in an intellectual space
or a logical figure, to n dimensions, a synthesis of the relation•
ships between a group of ideas into the different classes which
arrange them naturally according to the various possible indi·
vidual viewpoints~.
5. M.. r: .. Stevens
Worked on us.CJ of computers to handle interrelationships betgw
terms and to 'define', by supplying the generic and djscriptive
termo related to the term of which the definition is sought;
• cicvelop 1 , by furnishing specific examples of a generic term;
'localize', by indicating the place which can be associated
with the proposed concept; 'match', by comparing several proposed terms together, in order to find a •common point! making
it possible to relate to these terms another term possessing tho
same characteristic; and carry out other logical operations.(•)·
6. Others
Dtht?r ·initiatives and their relationship to thi1> project are
reportod in separate appendixes. Of particular interest is tho
highly gcheral approach adopted by the M.I,T. ADMINS system
(Appendix 82 ) ,
££!lsl~

Most of these attempts appear, from the perspective of this proje~t,
to fall foul of one of the following difficulties: cumbersome
notation, rigid and exclusive category or relationship structure,
focus on one specialized field of knowledge, difficult to.implement
because the administrative and intellectual tasks are not dis~
t ingu;l shed,

(*)

Mary E. Stevens. A machine model of recall, Paris, UNESCO
NS/ICIP/J.5.4, 1959. See also: T.Kilburn, R.L. Grimsdale 1
. and.F.H. Summer, Experiments in machine learning and thinking.
· ParJ.S 1 UNESCO, NS/ICIP/5/6/15 1 _1959,
0
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•"·- toncep.tual dict{onaries :(*)
The outstanding importance of dictionaries .in the modern world
explains· \uhf some lexicoQraphsrs are dis•atisfied \uith the mechanical m.ethod of arranging \uords in· alphabetical order,·.· and
w.ould prefer to classify th.em according to the ccmcepts which
· they express.
One would be mistaken in believing that this ii a recent trend,
since, as Franz Dornseif'f reminds us in his remnrkoble 'Vorrede'
{Preamble), Der Deutsche Wortsch~tz noch Sachgr~poen (The
German vocabulary by subject groups), Berlin, w. de Gruytl'!r,
1934 1 one finds tentative systematic vocabu~aries at Babylon
in the third millennium before Christ. In modern Europe,
the most Important Wol'k on systematic lexicology wns that of'
·Peter Mark Roget; in the nineteenth century 1 the The:Hiurus of'
. EngH,sh words and phrases 1 which he was in process of prcporing
-os early.as 1806 1 and of which the first ed1tion appeared in
185.2; see al so among numerouo contempoli'ury editione that of
Penguin Books, Lendon, 19·53 ~ Concerning Hoget, see Henry
Sweet, "Words, Logic, and Grammar", Trans. Philoloqic::il Soc.,
1875-76, p. 470-503, reproduced in his Collected Papprs, P.
1-33. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1913;
The Seventh International Congress of ~inguists put "concep':'.·
tual dictionaries" on its agenda (point AS): see f. Mezger•s·
report, p. 77-85, the contributions, p.86"."9, and the discussion·
p.443-73. One of the most remarkoble idcrilogical dictionories . ·
was !:hot of J. Casai:es, .Diccionario ide.ologico de la lon.!l.!:!£
.
espanola (Ideological dictionary of the Spqnish longuuge),
Barcelona, 1942; see als.o his Introduccion s la lexicirafia
moderna, Madrid, 1950. Under the impulsion of Antoine Thomas·,
a cettain number of French dialectological studies were made on
a systematic basis, e.g. L~ Lhermet, Contribution b la l~xico
logie du dielecte aurilhcios 1 Paris, 1931. It would obviouoly
be u great convenience if conceptual dictionari11s of different
languages, periods, or i:iingle authors could conform to th.a same
general pattern so ·that they could be readi_ly compared .with one
another. To this and one would require a conceptual framework
so comprehensive and yet so elastic that the most diverse
languages and the m6at idiosyncratic writ~rs would fit smoothly
into it. Such a broad classification of' concepts was put forward by Fl. Hallig and W. ~on Wartburg ih 1952.
\

Walther van Wartburg constituted himself the protagonist of
the general application of such a method, see his report "Das
IneinandEJtgreifen van des'kriptiver und .historischer Sprachwissenschaft (1931); "Betrachtungen i.iber die Gliederung des

(*) This Appendix consists of extrnOts from S, Ullmann, Semunticst
,•'.

an introduction to the science of meaning. Oxford• Block well 1
p.254-5j but especially from Eric de Grolier. A Study of General Cate cries A licable. to Classification and Godin in
Documentation. Paris, Unesco, 1962, P•f26-228 Note 89 •
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Wortschatzes urid di~ Gestaltun9 des· Wort-ei:buchs' (The interaction· or descriptive and historical linguistics (1931); views
on the structure of the vocabulary and the formation of the
dictionary).Melangeci £Jallv,. 1939; Probl9mes et mathodes de la .
linguistigue , p, 159-62, Paris, Presses Univei:silaires de
Fronce, 19116; Rudolf Hallig ahd W, von Wnrtburg, "Begriffssystem
als Grudlage fur die Lexikographie; llersuch eines Ordnungsschemos" (The system··of concepts as the foundation for lexicography;
a tentative system of arrangement), Abhandlungen der deutschen
Akodemio dnr Wissenschaft zu Berlin Klasse fUr 5 racho1
Literatur und Kunst !Jruceedings of the German Accidemy of. 5ci1;mces
in Berlin, Class for language 1 literature, and art), 1952,
n° 4. See ~n this subject W. Runkewits, "Kritische Betrachtungen :zum Begriffssyst.ern van Hallig v. Wartburg irn Zusammenhong mit den Arbei ten am Altge.skognischen Wi:irterbuch" (Critical
remarks on the system of concepts of H.v. Wartburg in connection
with the uiork on the· Old .Gascon dictionar¥), Monatsberichte der ·
Deutschen Akodemie der Wissenschaftl)ln zu Berlin, 19t16-56, p.
379-88. See also recently f. de Tollenaere, "Lexicographie
<Jl phabtitique ou ideologique," Cahiers de lexicologi'e, n°2, ·
p. 19-20.

·; .,

·-

See eopeciolly K. Baldinger Die Gestaltund der wiss,enschaftllchen Worterbuchs", Romantisohes Jahrbuoh, v (1952), pp.6594, K. Baldihger, "Grundsat:zlicher ..:ur Geetaltung des u1issen- _
schaftlichen Wor-terbuchs", Deutsche Akadef1!ie der Wissenschaften
zu Berlin, 19tiG-1956, Berlin, 1956, pp. 379-80; K. 13uldinger,
"Alphabebischor oder b.egrifflich geqliedertsr Wortel:'buch?".
Aloo JuUus.Gould and W.L. Kolb. 'A Dictionary of the Social
'Scienceo (compiled under the auspices of Unesco). J~ew York,
·Fi:ee Preiss of Glencoe, 19611, (discussed in Appendix P9).
The German research on "semantic fields", which later inspired
Georges Matord, La. mdtl:lode sn.lexicolbgiet domains fran9ais,·
(Method in lexicology in the field of the ,french lf.lnguage),
Paris, Didier, 1953; he offers· here (p.70~4) a diagram of a
"comprehensive·cl~asiFicotion of lexicon facts" different From
that of Hollig and Wartburg, and, moreover, less satisfactory•
lt will be noted that Matord, in defining lexicology as a
sociological discipline using words as its linguistic material,
trieo to make of it an "autonomous ~iscipline" the field of
which partly covers that of linguist.lea, but independently of
.
iti for reasons other .than those of certain American structuralists
·.this position results in a.diamemberment of linguistics in a
way which does not seem to be. any longer justifiable (p. 50-1)
•
·Concerning s·tructural semantics in general, and its (desira.ble)
,,. ·
relationships with other parts qf' structural ling.uistics, ·see
5, U).lmann in the second edition of his Ptinciples of semun~' p.307-21 1 op.cit., with numerous rOferonces, and Uriel
Weinreich, "On Semantic UMiversals" (duplicated, 71 pp. March
1961, with an important bibliography), an cl als.o his programm.e
of studies,"5emantic structure of natural languagesM (duplicated
memorand~urt, 5 May 1961). At the eighth International Congress.
of Linguists (Oslo, 1957) there was a (rather disappointing) discussion c1n the subject "To what extent can meaning be said to
be structured? (p. 636:"'704 of the Proceedings), of urhich the
most interesting item was the paper by HjEilmslev, which we
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Relationship to titntion Indexing Method,

have already mentioned. See also Hans Pollak, "Gibt ss Wortklassen vom Standpunkt das Hedcutting?" (Are there word-classes
from the point of view of meaning?), Beitrtige zur Geuchichte
der deutschen Sprache und Literatur (TUbingen) 80 19S8 p.
33-47.
'
'

Tho arguments and examples in this Appendix are based on minor
modifications to extracts from a paper by Eugene Garfield (*).
Ths reservations are due to the focus on documents ~s opposed
to tho focue of this project on concepts. The traditional philosophy of classification system design implies that individual
ontitius (usually documents) can be treated as though they were
independent of one another. This basic fallacy not only results
in the loss of important informational links, but it is basicall~
inufficient. Little or no effort is made to establish a possible relationship between the entity being classified and the
entities already classified, There are exoeptions ta this
rule, but gonorally the building-block development of human
knowlodgB is not percopt.ib.ly reflected in traditional classification systems. In conventional word indexing systems, the indexors cannot afford the time to establish linkages between
concepts.

There is also Andrew Paul Ush~nko, The field theory of meaning.
Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1958; F.F. Nesbit,
Language, meanino, and reality, New York, 1955; fi.R. Walpole,
Semantics, Norton, 1941. On basic concepts, see Eric H. Lenne~
berg and John M. Roberts, The language of experience, supplement
to the International journal of American linguistics, 22, (2)
Charles E. Osgood and his collaborators have tried to apply a
method carled the method of "semantic differential", to obtain
.a "measurement" of meaning: sea C.E. Osgood, Goorgo J. Suci and
Percy H. Tannenbaum, Tne measurement of meaning, Urbana, Uni-·
varsity of Illinois Press,. 1957; but Uriel Weinreich ·h<:Js rightly observed in "Tr<:Jvels through semantic sp<:Jce", Word 14
(2-3), 1958, p.346-66) that the •sem<:Jntic differenti3i• me<:Jsures
"meaning" only. in a psychological sense, from the point of
view of the emotional reactions of the subjects studied to such
and such a word (cf, especially p. 358-60 of his article).

Each addition to the body of knowledge is treated as one of a
series of independent events, like molecules of a gas. But the
literature is not an "ideal gas"--the molecules interact. Similarly, the body of knowledge, partly embodied in the literature,
is. composed of highly interrEilated elements. It is a hee1vily ·
cross-linked network.
The clearly-visible linkages are those·
ordinarily provided by authors in the form of explicit citations.
Loss clearly seen nro implicit references as in eponyms and neologisme. Almost invisible linkages exist in the natural language expressions which obscure the relationships, expocially
to an unskirlod observer. Conventional bibliography is essentially a simple listing or inventory of publications which dis•
regards most of the interrelationships between the items in
the inventory. In contrast, citation indexing integrates this
necessary and useful listing in a huge graph or network. In
this graphf each entity (in this case documents) is a node or
vertex in a huge multi-dimensional network. By analogy, this
model of tho literature (which Garfield considers to be equival ont to manJs knowledge) is like a large road map in which the
cities and towns share varying degrees of connectivity. [ven
the smallest hamlets are nodes on the citation map of science.

Needless to say, the Hallig-Wartburg system is only one of
various possible ways in which concepts could be classified;
the aim was not so much to devise an ideal scheme as to have a
unique basis for specific investigations. If this ide<:J •ere t6
be widely adopted, a series of coordinated research projects
could be planned with sufficient flexibility to adapt the
scheme to the material examined, and yet with enough .common
ground to make the results comparable.
The recent work of the Inter~<:Jtional Center for the Terminology
of the Social Sciences is discussed in Appendix D12.

~arfield
refers to previous work of his on this typo of historical map.(**) Since each document is an "event" and bears a date
a graphical history may be displayed, but with the important ad- 1
vantag~ of being able to show the interrelationahips among events
(see Figure D1 ). This is a legitimate starting point for the

(*)

(**)

51

Eugene Garfield, "Primordial concepts, citation indexing
"and historio-bibliography." Journal of Library Histou 1
n° 2(3) 1 235-249 (1967).
see also: Eugene Garfield. "Science Citation Index; a new
dimension in indexing." Science, 144, 649-654 1 (1964)
E. Garfieid. Citation indexing: a natural science literature
retrieval system for the social sciences. American Behavioral
Scientist, 7 (10) 58~61 (1&64).

' ~

·t;"
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hist.orian•· It should be noted that· this~-technique has been in
full operation for a number of years, in the form of the
.
Science Citation Index produqed commercially by the Institute for
·science Information (U.S.A.).
·
·
Comment.
" . Ther-e is clearly no tec!'rnfoal obstacle .to handling co'nceptual
entities in the same manner as documents. This would clearly
be of valu.e to both the historical and educational model types.:
Garfield himself refers to the possi,bility of having such grophs
displayed directly onto a computer-controlle:d TV screen (see
Appendix 83) / or plotted onto graph paper by a plot ting dov ice.
Computerd ~urrently plot such graphs on standard lin~ printers
as output from the commonly-used Pf;IH programs.
Garfield is ·only concerned with the time or historical dime.nsion as a means of sequencing entities 1 md only with the
citation relationship between such entities •. There is no reason,
however, why other dimensions and relationships should not ba
.used: geographical, educational, lo~ical, etc., corresponding
in fact to.more.of the model-types listed in Appendix A3.

.

Appendix 04

Rel~t.ionsf:lip to the U.6.C./Oe111ey Classiricatlori 'schemes (*) ·
·Introduction
·The Universal Ded.mal Class,f.fication (UDC), originally deri·- ...
ved from the Oeutey Dacill!al Classification (DC), hes been, and .
is still being, extend~d for use in "classifying articles in ·
periodicals monographs and documents of all kinds,"u;nder the
auspices of the F~deration Internationale de Documentation,
which authorizes publicati6n of varioua international editions
of tho UDC in different languai:ges.
The general plttern of the D.C. is as follows: The whole Field
of knowledge is divided into 9 ma.in cl.asses, numbered 100/900
(U.D.C. 1/9), general works constituting a tenth cla,ss, 000,
Each main claas is divided into 9 subclasses, e.g., class 300
( So-cial Sciences} into 310/3.90 (U. D.C. 31 /39). General works .
on the Social Sciences constitute a tenth aubclass, divided
into 301/309 according to the form in·which the veneral subject
is presented, e.g. 304 Essays. Each subclass is divided into
9 further subclasses, e.g. 320 (Political Science~ into 321/
329, general works constituting a tenth subclass, divided into
320.1/320.9. This division into ten may be continued indefinitely
hence "docim.al clasiiification."
The use of the decimal notation has been one of the most successful features of the o.c., afferin~ infinite hospitality
to now s~bjects whilst using the best knoutn and simplest cir ··
symbols -· Arabic numerals. It was these two factorsr and
tho fact that the o.c. was a classificati.on of subjects, independent of language or race, that chiefly determined the
adoption of the D.c. by the· Institut International' de Biblio9raphie (I.I.B.) in 1895. Hence, the nrder of subjects iri
the D.C. and U.D.C. schedule·s is substantially the scime.
But the D, C. introduced, in conjunction with its decimal not a ..
tion, two other structural features t11hich have been immensely
significant in the development 'Of the U. O.C.:

_ ..

·, 1.

..-

.....
(*)

. ,..
~··

'.'

'"

~-· ,

The synthetic pi;inciple, whereby recurrent e1eries of
concepts ai:e arranged in c.oneistent orders and .allocated a consistent notation. For example, in ciass
4 00 {Philol.ogy}
the 'order of subclass.es within
each language is the same -- Orthography, Etymology,
etc., and the notation representing them is also the
same, e.g. 425 English grammar,· 435 German grammar,
etc •

This Appendix takes the form of extracts from the introductory pages to the Universal Decimal Classification; abridged
English ec;lition. London, British S.tandards Institution,
5,
1961, (3rd edition).
~
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2.

The use of a disti['l_te_t;_i_v_e_ .9_Y_!11_g_gJ_t_Q_i_l}_Lr:.Q..dUC'?_
in_c;_ip_l_e__~iJ!..-i.~.i.9.!l • For exa mp le, the appearance of a zero in a D.C.
number usually means that the subject represented by the preceeding digits is now divided by the principle "form of presentation";
so 677,05 means the subject Textile Manufacture 677 presented in the form of a periodical.

.§_..£fl..~ t_i:.£!:!..fil_P. r

It should be clearly understood that "decimal classification"
refers essentially to the structure of the notation, since it
is theoretically absurd, as Dewey stated, to divide each class
into just nine subclasses. This means that the "expressiveness" of the notation in reflecting ~a-ordination and subordination is often sacriticed. If more than 9 subclasses have
to be accommodated, some must "share" ~number, e.g. 9~1
(Scotland) and 941.5 (Ireland); if less than 9 subclasses
are required, they are spread over the 9 numbers, thereby
shortening the length of the class number - e.g. 592/S95 ·
Invertebrates.
Two distinctive modifications of the D.C. pattern by U,D.C.
may be noted. firstly, as an international scheme, U.D.C •
.remove~ the occasional American emphasis found in the D.C.
nitation -e.g. at 329 (Political Parties). Division of any
su6ject by place finds all countries equally provided for.
Secondly, whilst U,D.C., like D.C., is a general classification, not a composite of speci.al classifications, the U.D.C,
do~s prnvidc, via its Points-of-view numbers, a mechanism
whereby the structure of the general scheme may be adjusted
to the needs of a special classification.
The Universal Decimal Classification (U.D.C,) is a scheme for
classifying the .whole field of knowledge. It can be applied
both to the literature which records knowledge, and to the
catalogues, indexes, etc., which refer to the literature. It
enables these to be arranged in such a way that all refsrences
to information on a particular subject can be brought together
and the information located with the minimum of searching.
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Of tho thre~ full international editions based on the 2nd
edition, the only one completed since the encl of the Second
World War is the 3rd (German) edition, comprising 7 volumes
of tables and a 3-volume alphabetical index. The 4th (£nglisht edition is still in preparation, and the only sections
so far published are O, 5 and parts of 62 and 67, and 669.
Rather more has appeared of the 5th edition (again in french)1
namely 0,2,3, 61 and 62 and 65, but difficulties are being
encoyntered and progress is slow. Other editions in Japanese
and in Spanish have bSen begun, and one in Portuguese is contemplated.
Abridged editions have been bean published in Czechi Dutch,
English, Finnish, German, Japanese, Polish, Spanish, Swec11sh 1
and qther languages, while Arabic and Portuguese editions
are in preparation, Only a very brief outline schedule exists
in French, but a standard abridged text is included in the
impb~tant new 3-language edition issued jointly by the Deutscher
Norm~nausschuss (D,N.A,), and the British Standards Institution
(B.S.I.), with the Association Salge de Documentation (A,B.D.)
and th1~ Union Frani;aise des Org;anismes de Documentation (u.r~o.o.).

Tho development and maintenance of a system as comprehensive1
and widely-used as the U.D.C. could hardly have been achieved
without some form of effective supervision and control. The
ultim~te autf)ority on general U.. D.C. policy and development is
tho International Committee on Universal Classification, on
which all national member committees of the F,I.D. are entitled to be represented, but its membership is too diffuse to
maintbin continuity between r.I.D. Conferences. Day-to-day
control and supervision are vested in the more compact Central
Classification Committee (c.c,c.), which consists of the f.I.D,·
General Secretariat at The Hague, where an up-to-date master
copy of the complete U.D.C. is maintained, based on proposals
submitted by U.D.C, revision committees or individuals. in many
parts of the world.
·
·
·

Availability.
The preparation of the 2nd international edition of the U.D.C.
involved somd forty specialists, under the general editorship
of Otlet and La Fontaine (co-founders of the Union of International Associations), who were concerned chiefly with the Humanities,. and Mr. f. Danker Duyvis (later General Secretary of the
F.I.D.) who was responsible for most of the sections on Science
and Technology. Containin~ some 70,000 subdivisions, this 2nd
edition in French was published durin3 the years 1927-33 under
the title of"Classification D~cimale Univer~elle" and has since
served as the author.itative basis fo_r all subsequent schedules,
full and abridged.
·
·

Three basic principles are evident in t.he Universa.l Decimal
Classification:1. It is a classification in the strictest sense, ~spending
on the analysis of idea content, ~o that related concepts and
groups, 1~f concepb; are brought together, and the arbitrary and
often haphazard systematization of alphabetical and other arrangements is avoided.
2. It, :Ls a unive!~<;il-_£],_~ssification in that an attempt is made
to include in it every field of knowledge, not as a pa€chwork
of isolated, self-sufficient specialist groupings., but as an.
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integrated pattern of correlated subjects. This universa1ity
at the conceptual level is supported by notational devices,
which permit the linkini of simple main numbers (for simple
ideas) either with other main .numbers or with auxiliaries
denoting Place, Time Bnd similar commonly recurring categories in each case forming combined or compound numbers. If separate
index entries are made under each single main number forming
-part of a combined number, the' complex subject can be located
from each point of view, regardless of any subjective approach
on the part of .the classifier.
3. It is a universal decimal classification, constructed on
the principle of proceeding from the general to the more particular by the (arbitrary) division of the whole of human
knowledge into ten main branches, each further subdivided
decimally to the required degree. This principle con be
applied to any notation, but Arabic numerals are internationally familiar in a recognized order, whereas letters and other
symbols are not.
Structure
A.

Main structure
The· whole Field of human knowledge, regarded as Dnity, ~~
divided into ten main branches denoted by decimal fractions
as follows:·
.o Generalities:methodology, documentation,scripts;
. recording, c6llection and dissemination of information
,1
Philosophyr metaphysics, logic, ethics. Psychology
.2
Religion. Theology
.3
Social sciences: including statistics, law, education
.4
Philology. Languages
.5 · Pure science, mathematical and natural
·.6
Applied science: medicine and technology
• 7 . The Arts, incl u·d ing architecture, photography, entertainment and sport
.8
Literature
.9
Geography, Biography. History•
On this foundation, the notation is built up by continuous
extension of the decimal fractions, on the principle of
proceeding from the general to the particular. Thus, every
concept within the domain of pure science is represented
- by a. decimal fraction greater than .5 and less than .6,
the subdivision being carried to any required degree, as
shown by the following example:
Pure science, mathemBtical and natural
.5
.51
Mathematics
,52
Astronomy, geodesy
Physics, with mechanics
.53
.531 ·
Mechanics (of solid bodies)
Measurement of geometrical and medhanical
.531 7
magnitudes
Measurement of length, linear dimensions
,531 71

,532
. B,

Fluid mechan~cs
etc. 1, etc.

Auxiliaries

Auxiliary numb.ers and signs are a means of eliminating
repetition by groupi~g ~ecurring subordinate concepts
such os lariguuge, form, place, time and point of view
(i) ~q_d_i_t_i_o.[I sign +, used to link commonly associated
concepts, e.g. 622 + 669 for mining and ~etallurgy,
(ii) extension sign,/, used to denote a range of concepts
which collectively form a branch of knowledge, e.g.
624/628 for civil engineering.
(iii) relotion sign, : , used to link related concepts of
equal value, e.g. 31:63 for statistics as applied
to agriculture.
(iv) language sign, = , used to give the language of the
document, e.g. 22,05:30 for the Bible in German
(v) form sign, (o ••• ), used to give the nature of the
document (pe,riodical, book, etc.-,), e.g. 58(021) for
a comprehensive botany J:iandbo_ci!:. or -~_l!_l!EJ:.
(vi) place sign, (1) to (9), used to give the geographical
range of the subject denoted, e.g. 385(43) for the
Gorman railway system.
(vii) nationality or race sign(= •• ,), used to indicate the
recial aspects of the subject denoted, e.g. 291.33
(=947.5) fdr witchcraft among the Eskimos.
(viii) time sign," ••• ", used to allocate dates or other time
asp~cts to the subject denoted, e.g. 341 "1898.12.11"
for international law as at 11th December 1898.
(ix) ·alphabetical subdivision used to cover particular
features, e.g. 820 (Shakespeare) for the works of
Shakespeare
(x) point of vie~ sign, 00 •••• , used to indicate the broader
aspects of a subject from a particular viewpoint; e.g.
622.009 for the social and ethical aspects of mining
(xi) note on application sign, - ••• , used to indicate the
manner in.which the subject denoted is used, e.g. 331.64055,2 for labour services for women
(xii)_ synthetic sign, 1 ••• , used to build up c1Jmpound numbers
e.g. 547.29 1 26 for carboxy-acid esters
Commenf~.

1.

Some examples of typical numbers generated by the UOC are
--159.9+331,826+37.048,2
--338.984.4: 622.33+669.1(4)
--621.039.004.14:327.3
--572+930.6+41(98/99)

This SClrt of variable length/multiple sign number is definitely

7

6

current users to readjust their files and to avoid widespread
confusion of the older and newer meanings. IIJ.i_s,_p_o_l)_cy__und_o_u_b_t:.•
_e_dJ_y___s_l,o_w.s__d_o_w_ri__ .i::_e._IC.:!:_§..ion, but probably creates least dissatisfaction, especially when applied with discretion and some degree
,of flexibility.

not oriented toward standard data processing methods. (One
computer system is however in operation in the. USSR which handles
these codes).
2. Thdre is no attempt to take care of semantic differences
associated with multiple use of the same term, each to denote a
subtle difference of meaning which can only be classified by a
definition in the form of a seiies of phrases, (see Appendix A2)
This can be handled, but only by increasing the depth of the
indexing to create rather unwieldy cude numbers,
3. Despite references to its applicability to the "whole field
of knowledge" the scheme is primarily intended and used for
the classification of documents, Most of the people and organizations involved in it~s-;-;r-8 documentalists with a commitment
to document handling. For example, the UDC coordinot~ng body
is the International federation for Documentation. Little value
is seen in divorcing knowledge from t'h·e--ciO-cum·e-ri-i;-5 in which an
attempt is made to record it. This divorce is however now possible with new techniques of handling information,
4, The development of the system leads to unbalanced depth of
coding. The best example is the field of p_u_r_e__ s_c_i_o.Jl_c_~ which
is confined to 5. The tremendous development in this field
since the scheme was conceived means that a code must be made
quite lengthy before it is significant, a~ opposed to the case
.in a less developed field such as philolcgy, 4.
5. Revision and reconceptualization is very difficult and slow
as the following extracts indicate. The process of reconceptualization is not seen to be an essential Feature of the advance
of knowledge, but rather as cinnoyingly inconvenient to continued development within traditional knowledge hierarchies,
·
In revision, conflicti_fl.!l__tendencios are inevi_i:_~~L~: the older
established users, having built up extensive u.o.c. catalogues
over the years, tend to resist changes, whilst the newer and prospective ones, with little or no existing U.D.C.-classified
material, are often anxious for drastic rearrangement, sometimes
in the interests of logic alone. Howaver, the majority of those
active in U.D.C. revision ha.ve accepted a policy of compromis.e:
they endeavour to make the classification better for established
users, and more attractive to non-usersi to reduce confusions and
shortcomings, and to introduce new concepts without disturbing the
existing tables too much.
The gov~rning rule in all U.D.c. revision work is that the significance of a particular number may be extended or restricted,
but may not be completely alter.ed. IF a U.D.C. number (with
any subdivisions) is obsolete, it may be "cancelled", which
means that its use is no longer authorized because a better or
more up-to-date arrangement has been developed under another
rumber, often a "free" (unused) number. Eventually, the cancelled
number becomes "free" (by disuse) ~nd may then be authorized with
a completely different: significance, but only after a period of
10 years, which is considered the minimum necessary to enable
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5. The UNISIST St~dy Repo~t on the feasibility of a World
Science Information System has the following to say about Ehe
UDC and other systems:
"Librarians and information specialists would generally
agree that a world-wide scheme ~f sub~ect cat~gorization
is needed to facilitate document and information exchanges, •• Opinions differ, however, when it comes to deciding which scheme best suits the purpose. Several encyclopedic classifications are in competition ~- the Dewey
Decimal Classification, the List of Subject Headings
used in the Library of Congress, the Colon Classification,
tho Universnl Decimal Classification, etc. -- and although
tho lost named has benef itted from extensive ihternational
support through fID, it is by no means the unique c~ndi
dote for world-wide recognition as the §.!;_~~ subject
category list. Its advantages and shortcomings were examinod by the UNISIST \forking Group on Research Needs in
Documentation, who came to a twofold conclusion: (a) organizational and technical measures could be taken to obviate
tho manage rial drawbacks of UDC, e.g. sJ ow ri;iv is ion procedure, infrequent re-editions, etc.; (b) on the. other hand,
. no cl Eiar answer coult:!_be _gJy_en to the more con_t_;-_Q_\!.'l.r:.?J.~
g~8"s_t:__.[on ·o_f'.___g:v~e.Nil or loc<Jl inadequacy, as regar<;J.2_-:-'tt:i.e__.s_qntent and structures of UDC divisions,,,further studies and
experiments are required to assess the potential value of
UDC in its present state, as the unique world list of subject headings for broad categorization, or "shallow" indexing of documents." (p.95)
7. As the UNI S IST extract above acknowledges, UDt is one •omongst
many classification schemes which are i!l.._£_q_m_p_~tLt_i__o_CJ.!_ The tendency for different classifying groups to favour different cat•
egoiy breakdowns should be contained and facilitated within an
infcirmation system and not left to deteriorate into sordid
squabbles which do not recognize the value to knawledga advance·
of cilternative views, and a continuing effort at. reconcept~al•
izatioh, restr~cturing and redefinition of knowledge.
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Relationship to the UN/m:cD Aligned l:is t of Description ( •)

olem.ents; or "uniterms", which lent themselves. to m.ultiph.
combinations,·· This Ul!l.s .tested by 14 national and i1nternational organizations.

Introduction.·

~Jork on a new Aligned list continued to completion in 1968.

An

.

.

The aim was not to establish a list of keywords tak;lng account of othar descriptor lists at the level of an arbitrary chosen c01nmon ~enominatot, but rat.her to combine ·all the
vocabularias in use into a sin9le whole, leaving each responsible or.ganiz:ation to make the ad.justmrrnts. deemed niiceasar.y'
by common agreement, In 1968 it was <1greed that all UN agencies should be urged.to cooperate in this effort in Engl.igh
and f'rench ond German, and that extension to Russian <ind Spanish should be envisaged•

important fol;e.rnationel effort to coorditiate subject index.ing approaches· hae been made by ,libraries. of' international
a 9 encies concern1;1d with "economic and soc;r.al development"in
its governmental sense. Those initially involved were:
·--rnternational Labour Office (ILO)
· --International Committee for Social Sciences Documentation
--Deutsche Stiftung fUr EntwicklungsHlnder
--food and Agriculture Organiz.iition of the UN
--Organization for tconomic Cooperation and Development
(OECO)
The fi:lllowing have_ already (in 1%9) expressed their intention
· to cooperate in the undertaking:
.... Gt'\TT for international economic relations
--tCMT for transport economics ·
--UNIDO for industrial development
--UNESCO (Social Sciences Deportment) fot ilociology
--ICSSD. for economics
Otbe.r ot9aniz<1tions such as
·•World Health Organization {WHO}
•"International Atomic (nergy Agency (IAf:A)
!)ave declared their raadine.ss to determine, in the l~ght of
.
their particular ac;tivities, the most suitable .descuption. fo.r
inclusion in a lexicon of economic and soi::izi.l developmaht. ln
addition th.Ls work is followed with close interest'·by the
United Nations Inh!.'-Agency Wo1·king Party on 1ndexing· and Doc•
• umentation in which many of the above bodies participate. {The
UN agencies are under pressure from ECOSOC to establish ua
central index of the major documents of the United Nations'
system as a measure th•t should enhance the usefulness of exist•
ing documentation",· although some agency repl.'esentatives are
quite sceptical about:, the feasibility and even the desirability
of this effort.}
·
The project for an international lexicon of economic and social
development originated in a suggestion made by the Secretariat
of the Uni tad Nations to the DECO Development Centre in 1964.
.
Word lists were drawn Uf' which resulted in 1966 in the publi· ·
~ation of a draft Aligned Description List which was a sort of
compromise between a .number of agency descriptor lists and
·
_indexes prepared by reducing their essential contents to simple
The mahrial in this. Appendix is based primarily on extracts from the introduction to the Aligned List of Descriptions, Paris, OECD, 1969.

.. · . '

•poscriptors,
The descriptors used are single wo;ds or compound e>epressions.
The single words are meeningf'ul terms with a r.etrieval value, the expressions are formed, in order to achieve a certain specific character from the outset (e.g.,
c.ommuni ty development, rural development, etc,) or to avoid
tho ambiguities inherent in the exclusive \I.SS of un1terms.:
As o gener:al rule the descriptors are t?Ubstantives and given in the singular.
Certain descriptors having mo,re than one meaning are accompanied b~ an appropriate "scope note." delimiting their use.
Structure,.
Since .one of the underlying reasons fat the Aligned List .was
to ensure consistency aF the differend descriptor lists, it
wns necessary to group all the d"Sscriptars into s.emantic
fields. It woul.d obviously have bee.n impossible to bring.·
any inconsistencies to light from a purely alphabetical list
of several thousand tei.ms,
·
There i.s nothing sy·stematic about the proposed structure, which
is not based upon any preconceived ideas or theories and dif.
fers from all the models offered by hierarchical classifications;
it simply emerged gradually, once it was started. to arrange.
the descriptors by affinHies. It seemed convenient for the
aim in view nnd nothing more. rt is fully recognized that the tit
may be a score of other possible arrangements, all equally
practical; the essential thing was to decide. on one.

. it

is at present arranged in ten 'major blocks nu"'1bered from I·
to x.· Within each of these blocks a certain number of rela. tively extensive ~emantic fields have become evident. Each·
of th~se fields can be identified by one or more descriptors.
These are simple "recognition signals"; the·y do not really
cover the field, since they are members of it1 they ara not .
0,
_imposed on it, as a generic term is impcised on a more specific·.·

'•
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terms, they merely aer~i to call·it to. the attention of the
analysts and ensure its inclusion in the block in strictly
alpha6etical order. In most cases, these extended semantic
fields are br~ken down into more restricted units numbered 1,.
2,3,4, etc. The series is gener~lly headed ~y a unit 0 rela·ting more directly to the descriptor (or group !ilf descript.ors)
which.best identifies the semantic field. For greater conven·ience, and without necessarily givin~ them a particular label, .
a certain number of descriptors which bel6ng to these fields
and seem significant to their content have been grouped be~
tween brackets at the head of the d.ifferent restricted units.

..

Comment.
1.

This way of structuring the vocabulary may seem complicated,
bu~ is really simplicity itself, and has the advantage of
always being easy to revise, since the restricted units can
be shifted from one field to another, or ,rearranged in new .
fields according to the requirements or logic of more special~
ized documentary undertakings. Above all, we hove sought to ·
avoid the inflexibility of hiararchical classifications which
.freeze knowledge at a given moment of time and give their
terms no meaning except in the li.ght of the available IJlhOle.

'rhe Aligned List' is a success for those bodies iuho most
closel~
collaborated in its elaboration. The organizaUons have a .similar perspecti v.e and a common frame o"f
.r1ference1 .na!Tlely "davelopment".
II is claimed that the List is open to other o~ganiza, tions, but this is clearly only to the extent that such ·
bodies subscribe to the structuring or the semantic fields
already ·established -~ or else are so specialized that
t~eir descriptions constitute an isolated sub-set which
ir)teracts with none of the existing fields,
· ·
Tlie degree of agreement already achie.ved is di rr icul t
to establish. There are rumouts at "problems of revis..iion" and thut the system is now "coming apart. at the»
seams" and t_hese are difficult to dispel beca.use the
o~ficial reports ~ll seem t~ have a public relations
cqmponent.
One ~njor dir'ficulty is that to the extent that a pai,'ti ..
organization is less committed to the doctrine
of "development" as a missit:m-orientation, the more
q~est'i onoble the "agreed" semantic fields become~
The
schieme is· the result of g.overnmental decisions def in.,
irig the scmnntics of economic and social dalfelopment.
11 l)avelopment 11 'has been a significamt term s.l,nce the
la\h 1950 1 s." There is. no guarantee ttiat it will not
be upl<lced by intergovernmental decisions on ''environme:n·t" or sorne. other mission-oriented term which. will . .
shiift all the semantic fields. Furthermore, if at. any
ti,m•9 several ·such programmes have equfil status, multiple
ovier-lapping fields would be required and cannot be suppl,i•3d.
Th~e list of descriptions is therefore an excellent modal.
fa~ the purpose for which it mas concei~ed 7 hut cannot be
corrnidiored of permunent value as a .means of .handling .evol.•
virg, alte.rnative patterns cif knowledge.
c~pating

In the process of preparing these.semantic groupings, it has
proved possible to pinpoint and eliminate a certain number or
inconsistencies between the descriptor lists. In. addition,
this grouping has two other advant:ages: it should guide analysts
in the search for pertinent descriptors; in the absence of sco~e
notes for. all terms used, i t also makes i t possible to avoid
troublesome ambiguities, by .prescribing the correct us.age of
certain polysemant.ic desoriptiors .bY the mere fact of situa•
ting th·e~ in proxi.mity to ,other non-ambiguous descriptors.
Unquestionably, this grouping is imperfect; certoin of its
sections could be further develope.d. I,n. ariy event, i t should
be regarded as a simple working instrullll!nt, 'and not as a. mandatory structure."
·
Use. and Development.
z.

"In its present form, the Aligned List does not constitute a
gem-!ine thesaurus, but it i$ substantially more than a simple ·
list of keywords for documentary u.se. We have refrained from
carrying it any ful;'ther for two main reasons~ it was important,
in the context
effective international cooperation, to a.how
the exact state of the work.undertaken by each of the particip;;iting inst.ituti(lns, and it was just as important to think of
the future, by leaving access to the List open to other organ· izations who might wish to develop those sections appropriate
to their special ihterests."

of

",_,;:

.'"

The list is term-oriented, by det'inHion; The semantic
f ia~.d is of secondary importance. Computer programs have1
be~n developed to handlei the terms in different langu3ges.
These programs are. organize-cl to handle the alphabetic tet·me.:
anp obtain other language equivalents. Because it is language oriented, rather than C(lde number-oriented, interlo('lguage problems arise before a ta.rm has been. agreed in
thl! other languages. There is a . ''.favQured language" prob-·'
le• for different parts of the list a~ diffetant times, •s
the introduction to it explains.
·
"In the first place English dominates the major part
of the List which is er.ranged in semantic fields;
secondly, French, and, to a lesser extent, German,
are generally used as ~imple languages of transla-
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Even where the descriptors proper to the different organizations have been translated (From
English,.or from German to French or English) by
these organizations themselves, or under their control, the list which they constitute differs quite
appreciably, by the mere fact of being a translated
list, from a list which might have been prepared
in the same language. Thire is therefore nothing
surprising about the somewhat subordinate character
of the list in French, or the inadequacies of the
English list in the parts translated from Gorman,
or conversely, a certain lack of substance in the
German list translating the English. This is a
purely transitional situation. The prolonged
use of the Aligned List along its three porollel
lines will grodually ollow these deficiencies to
be made up; either by the replacement of ombiguous
terms by more apt descriptors, or above all, by
the introduction in french and Encligh of synonyms
which form a more reliable guide to leod the analysts
towards the most useful word or expression."

rrom the perspective of this proposal, the following operations have been blurred together to contribute to t~is
"transitional" situation:
entities are lnbelled by terms
terms have to be classified into semantic fieldi
to be incorporated
terms have to be translated· and agreed a~ terms
to avoid language depend~~ce
When terms are dropped, the reverse procedure affecting
the structure of the list must be followed.
Each of these steps involves operational and intellectual
difficulties which tend to slow down and resist modification. Much more flexibility would have been obtained
by a number orientation.
Lis~' makes
term~or1ented,

The

great efforts to be flexible by being
To do this it has had to avoid hierarchical classification of any depth, This choice is not
in the interests of those users who need a "deep" classification structure,

£l.eJ.o.t.i.tiD.§bJ.P•• ..t2_t__h_e_jJ}l_LSl.SLE'.i;_cip_9._s~_ls f!l£3....!!.tJ£1.1:L§.cie_!1_i:;.£
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The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Or~ ·
ganization (UNESCO) and tho International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU) created a joint committee in 1967 to study and ·
report on the feasibility of a world science informotion system. The ropoit was published in 1971 (•) and ita recommendations wore the subject of a major intergovernmental conferenc~
at Unesco in October 1971.
.;
It is useful to look at this report, becouse there are sugges~
tions in it th~t its scops should be extended to cover the
··
"behnvioural disciplines" despite a primary emphasis on the
•tbusic sbiences " (p.136).
"The problem the Committee was called on to review is a complex
ono, In its popularly recognized form, it has been unfortu- '
nntoly termed the "information explosion". It is frequently
allnged that scientific and technical article:3 anl:J reports
are increasing at a rate which makes it extremely difficult
for scientists to keep up with the wotk of their colleagues.
Faulty distribution practices and understocked and understaffed libraries make access to these reports difficult; once
access is obtained linguistic barriers interpose comprehension
difficulties.
There are the more familiar characteristics of the problem,
Less obvious, but more radical, are the changing needs of the
world. scientific community for information. The interdisci-·
plinary approach to problems of the environment, for example,
requires information drawn from a variety of sciences: che.mistry, biology, sociology, to name only a few, The emerging
needs of opplied science, technology, and engineering add
further complexities. The classic information services 1 the
scientific journals, abstracting and indexing services lib~
rories, have oll demonstrated ~ cultural lag in accomm~dating
to these new requirements. The achievement ·or new and flexible forms of information services to meet these new needs is
the fundumontol problem ••• "
Tho report notes that:
", •• so many institutions are already engaged i~ sponsoring or·
condu?ting projects subservient to UNlSIST's objectives •••
that it would be both unreasonable and impracticable to conceptualize at this sta9e a transfer or subordinatic1n of their
duties ta a new international organization, henceforward acknowledged as the unique authority in this area. For one
thing, few if any of the existing agencies or services would
be ready to accept the authority ••• "(p~127)
(•)

UNESCO and rcsu. UNISIST; study report on the feasibility
of a world science information system. Paris,UNESC0,1971,
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It therefore recommend§ the establishment of an ongoing project to move towards a world science information system conceived as follows:
"A 'World Science Information System' in this. case, is any
complex set of rules and media that may be devised with the
purpose of· actualizing this concept of world-wide information
sharing in the transfer of scientific and technical informa•
tion from scattered producers to dispersed users in all regions of the earth. This preliminary definition hGs several
implicatio~s. (a) A major one is that there is no room in this
"system" for a centralization of document processing in a single
world institute, as proposed by some,,,the world iystem is ~o
be thought of as a "system of systems", or better o network
of systems, whose components are the operating information
systems of the world whatever their scope,,,(b) However, there
is a sense in which the proposed scheme may qualify as a
system in its own right. The common "rules and media" that
provide the b<isis for the interconnection of tho' components
·are often designated as systems, ~r even networks,.,What is
meant then is that some systematization of current practices
is needed,,,"(p,80-1)

The report is deceptive on a rather fundamental point.
UNISIST project, it is stated, stands for:

The

"The unimpeded exchange of published .or publishable scientific information ~nd data among scientists in all countries" (p1)
"The world-wide availability of scientific documents or data should be·acknowledged as one of the
ultimate goals of' UN!SIST ... " (p.115)
It would appear from this that the UNISIST criteria is the
maximization of diffusion of documents and inform3tion. The
relationship to the diffusion and avallabil-ity of-kf;°~-u~ledQe
is not explored, In fact, the transfer and availability of
knowledge is identified with the transfer and availability
of information,
"Knowledge (scientific and technical): the subject
and findings of research (facts, theories, hypotheses, etc~) as embodied in scientific "information"
and "data" (Gloss<iry, p.146)
"Information.(scientific and technical)1 the symbolic
elements used for communicating scientific and tech: nical "knowledge", irrespective of their nature (numerical, textual., ·iconic, etc,), material carriers,
form of presentation, etc.
The word minformation" i~ this report, is not differentiated from "documentation";cit refers both to the
substance, or content of scientific documents, and to
their ~hysical ~xistence." (Glossary, p.148)

Tho, blurring goes so far that one suspects distlnctione urnre
not clearly osL:iblishod in the minds of tho Committee rn 'signifi~ant to it.
As an illustration, the Committee had a
"Working Group on the Evaluation, Compression, and Organi<~a..
tion of Scientific Information" (list of groups, p. 152), which
is r1Jferred to as t~liori«ing-Group on "Evaluation, Compression
and Organization of Scientific Knowledge" (p.103) and whose
work is referred to as the nevaluation and compression of
scientific documents or data". (p,139), and as "improvirig the
qua'Llty-of- ··;;·ci~:r;t-i r"{;-·cio·c-u"m-,; nt s t hr.oug h evaluation 1 comp n1ssi on, etc." (p,20).
These remarks would be trivial were it
not that knowledge, information,. and documents each demand a
.QJJfr;_refl! <ipprnach to maximize transfer and availability.
Oricfly, documnnts pose 3 .E.b.i:.;~c,::_~J,_ handling, transfer and
filing problem (which may be eased by reproduction at a distance).
Information, consists of signs whic~ can be read, transferred,
mcinipulatnd gnd filod £.1:..§.l.~.t_l:'_o_r_1.i..C:.~l..l.J.• They function as symbols of units of human knowlodge, but only during the shor.tduration process of being read for meaning. Knowledge trnnsfer depends on the ability of the momentary psychological
system "sign and reader" to generate an unambiguous, coherent
and consistent meaning in the mind of the reader, and conversely to convert a di~tinct meaning or concept into a suitable
sign which can be interpreted with equal ease by another re 0der.
Information, in the form of signs, can be read without·resultin~
in the transfer of knowledge and. p.articularly of the knowledge
intended (e.g. undecipherable hieroglyphic writing can be "read"
without knowledge transfer).
Availability of knowledge
Informcition can be made available on the location and content
of documents containing lnformation (e.g.as ~bstracts). The
documents may even be made physically accessible (•.g. to the
point of being in 3 pile on one's desk). These accomplish··
ments do not constitute "availability of knowledge."
The Study does not recbgnite that the period covered by the
proposed system is. one in which increasingly, it is almost impossible for the decision-maker or tesearcher to determine what
information from which discipline is "relevant" (•). If .he attemp~s to order all the relevant documents (or ev~n subscribes
to tho appropriate abstracting service), the purchase or transport costs will be prohibitive (except to a small elite); if he
waits for all the relevant information, it will be too 13te for
him to make a useful decision; if he gets all the relevant information in the form it currently takes, he will have neither
T*T"'• ... how is a prnctitioner of any one discipline to-knc;-;-in a
particular case if another discipline is better equipped to
handle the problem than is he? Is would be rare indeed if a
representative of any one of these disciplines did not feel
that his approach to a particular organizational problem would
be very fruitful, if not the m.ost fruitful ••• " (R.L. Ackoff,
Systems, organizations, and interdisciplinary research.)
.
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the time, the training, nor the inclination to read it all;
and if he reads and comprehends it all, he will not have the
time or the ability to convey his understanding to those whoirn
support he must .obtain tci carry a vote on the matter or, Ultimately, to the man in the street~
"Among the responses to such pressure is greater
specialization. Yet .••• this exp.edient is not always
satisfsctory, for the degree to which one specialty
impinges on another also is increosin~, and mith it
the amount of information with relevance to any one
field of endeavour,"
( SATCOM, .• 17tl-9)

It ii queationable, in visrn of present trends, whether knowludgu transfer can continua fo be effectively accomplished
primarily via document transfer. The United Nations is potentially the most significant institution in existence and
iB at a vital nexGs Of multidisciplinary, international knowledge transrer -- which it currently accomplishes via documonts (•). And yet it has a documentation problem (which in
a sense is equivalent to that of many, if not most, other
large organizations).
'
"This issue has been repeatedly recognized by the General
Assombly, the Economic and Social Council, ths Joint Inspection Unit and nearly a dozen of other UN bodies as
one which directly affects the functioning of the UN.
Suffice it here to nots that in 1970, the UN, both.in Now
York nnd Genova, produced nearly a million page documentation in all languages, The massive volume of documentation produced by the UN prompted a former President of
the Genoral Assembly, Mr, lester B. Pear·son of Canada, to
romark that "the United Nations is drowning in its·own
words and suffocating in its own documentation." The Joint
Inspection Unit stated recently in its report submitted to
the present General Assembly session that "the inspectors
do not hesitbtn to say that the point of saturation hos
now been reached and indeed overstepped." (••)

Any attempt to divide up the task merely poses once more all
the problems of· adequate coordination and integration of programmes and the. need for a clear o~erall perspective, A
multidisciplinary synthesis cannot be effectively conveyed in
a report. Tha s~orter the report, the less depth and detail
it can contain, and the less credible it becomes, particularly
if the validity of the argument depends on many successive
steps. The longer the report, the less likely it is that it
will be.read and understood.
"Consider this dilemma: while our technological abil~
ities to generate and disseminate potentially useful
data ·have increased manyfold in the past few years~
man'" physical p_a_p.a_cj._!;_r to register and to process
potentially informative data has probably increased
very little, if indeed at all. The sheer volume of
data that crosses the typical executive's desk today
should serve to spotlight ths inadequacies of the
education a.nd development of our acquisition strote.gies and. practices. But no gain in _9bi_l_i_t1 could
offset ths widening gap between the sxponentiallyincreasing quantity of data.available for consumption
and 'man's very limited capacity for acquiring and pi~o
cessing useful information." (•)

Tho last quote in fact continues with the significant phrase
"end that 'the law of diminishing returns is taking over •••
Beyond strictly financial considsratiohs, thsrefore •••• the
future usefulness of the Organization may well hinge on its
ability and dete.rmination to sst ones and for all, and strictly
enforce a reasonable but drastically.reduced ceiling to the
volume of documentation 1ts various bodies call for and its
services produce." (•••)

Even if th~ signs ers in the reader's native language and in
the jargon of his discipline, knowledge transfer has not necessarily been significantly facilitated. for when and if he hes
the time to digest the symbolic value of ths signs contained in
the document, they may not constitute an unambiguous, coherent
communication. The signs may have a symbolic or ~onceptual
value for the reader which diffe~s from that of the author (•).
T*T lee Thayer. Communication an·a-cc;;;;;-nu-nrc-ati"O-;;-systsms"l i.n organization, management, and interpersonal relations. Homewood,
Irvin, 1968,P.202.
{**) Colin Chsrry.(World Communication:Threat or Promise? N.Y., Wiley,
1971) notes with respect to a BBC study that: "within a country's
own borders it is only recently, after 45 years of broadcasting,
that the importance of word whoice is really becoming apprecia- ·
ted •••• lt is now being realized that many words con1mc1n:ly used
by broadcasters to peop~s of their own countries ars unknown
in meaning to many listeners •••• If this is so with internal,
national broadcasting, what abtiut over~eas broadcasting in
foreign langua~es? What misunderstandings have bssn inhocently
created? (p.15)

'~

Stemming the generation of nsw knowledge in developed countries• ia
however, not as feasible as lowering the birth rats in developing countries (••••).· To severely reduce one means of storing
and disseminating such knowledge, without seeking a more a~pr~p
riate complementary medium; could only bs counter-productive
and unsatisfactory.
The limitation of the documentation system approach can also be
usefully studied .tf .the problems of physical accessibility and
NIJrHTAR/EUR 372, 1971,- p.2. "Only recently ths SscretaryGenernl of ths United Nations affirmed that ths Organization's
most important working tools were documents. Thus the main·
medium for conveying information consists of documents."
(••) UNITAR~ The Interest o~ the United Nations Instifute for
Training and Rssea}:ch in·ths question of United Natbns documentation. Geneva, UNITAR/Eur 3/1, 1971,p.1.
(***)UN Document A/8319, 2 June, 1971 (or JIU/REP/71/4)
(****) UN Document A/7576, 25 July 1969, para.2 1 shows that document
production by Nsw York HQ increased by 50%, from 1964 to 1967,
to 600 million page-units. This does not include production of
of the regional or Geneva offices or specialized agencies.

"
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(Thin inferonco may howuvor be very dangerous in the case of
non-Inda-European language users, for whom the "obje~ti~e"
nature of the world moy oppoor less significant, (Seo Appendix
E2) Out any extension of the world science information systom,as it is conceiued,to the social sciences would only be
of superficial significance if the above distinctions were not
made clear. This is because in the social sciences, most of
the debate concerns the relation between perceptual·inuariants
detected (by the consensus of a group), signs (selected by the
group) and the associated conceptual meaning -- as has been
recently pointed out by Jean Piaget (•),

indexing are considered eliminated. Wh~t problems would porsint
if one had a computer terminal beside one's desk giving zorocost access to all the world's literature as published (•), with
an immediate view end. copy of any page desired, and translated
from any language? This is an ideal documentation system -but no synthesis or overview of knowledge in a field emerges.
"Reviews of· the literature" by persons with the special slant
of particular schools of thought are• the only substitute. It
is questionable whether one's mobility in "semantic space",
outside one's own narrow territory (in which one knows what
one wants to know and who knows it) would be significantly
improved.

"All tho social and human sciences are more or less
closely concerned, in their diachronic aspects, with
the development of knowledge (as a subject) ••• The roregoing considerations show that the human sciences, in
so for as they necessarily include in their field of
study tho subject of knowledge -- the source of the
,
logical and mathematical structures on which they depena-do not merely maintain a set of interdisciplinary relutions between one another ~·· but are part of an extensive circuit or network that really covers all the scien~
ces ••• It was escential to recall this so as. to be able
to shape our conclusions in such a way that they might
succeed in revealing the true significance of interdisciplinary relations.

One is not exposed to alternative hierarchies of conceptual nexuses linked directly or indirectly to more distant nexuses
from which relevant knowledge may be obtained. (There are no
"heights" in documentation systems -- the general is filed with
the particular cf, the treatment of documents with an interdisciplinary emphasis.) The potential ~alue of a knowledge-oriented
information system as an active stimulus for creative social
change and problem-solving may even be directly proportional to
its ability-to draw attention to the existence of established
relationships of low ~robability (i.e. low entropy) between.
concept nexuses. This is not a criteria of document informatim systems where the emphasis is -- for cost rensons ·- on
facilitating access to those documents which are ~ost probably relevant in terms of demand frequency.
-~-

"For th•ir significance far exceeds that of a mere tool
for facilitating work, which is all they would amount
to if used solely in a common exploration bf the boundaries of knowledge. This way of viewing collaboration
between specialists in different branches of knowledge
would be the only possible one if we admitted a thesis
to which far too many research workers still unwittingly
cling --that the frontiers of each branch of knowledge ·
are fixed once and for all, and that they will inevitably remain so in the future. But the main object of a
work such as this ••• is to push back the Frontiero
horizontally and to challenge them transversally. Tho
j._rJu_o_iJ.!J_j_o_c_L_ci f in t_e_r:_dj.§_cjp_l),!1~2..§_D.?I.%...J; hB.£.!JLOl_l'!J_· i !?_
.!_p__I.2 sh2.J:lil_..9_L.F~..9-1:.9. a_n_:Lz..e_t_b;~ fie l_S!L_Qi._!<_11_Q.'_U_l_e_d_g_o_, by
means of exchangos which are in fact constructive recombinations." (p.521-524, emphasis added)

Natural science vs. sociaJ_Efi..!l.I!.£§!.·
Treatment of documen~ation as synonymous with information and
both as symbols of knowledge (or the presence of knowledge)
creates the illusion that the world science information system
will in some way make knowledge more accessible.
'This may in fact be true in the case of the scientific and technical information covered by the UNISIST project. tor there,
invariants in the objective world are represented by signs
which can in most cases be directly and unambiguously attached
to the object in question, to the satisfaction of the natural
science community. The sign for the object and the conceptualization of it are intimately and 0nambiguously related. Another
sign in anbther language may be used but the rules of transformation are clear (the natural language verbiage is oriotner matter, but is less significant). It is a case of "one sign one
concept, one object". It is therefore pcssible to infer fhat
knowledge transfer tends to accompany informati·on transfer,

( *)

The natural sciences are therefore primarily interested in
the debate on the, usually tangible, content of categories
{which are considered to be relatively permanent), and the
dynamic lies in subdividing the categories and discovering
re1atic1nships between their content. Whereas the social

One could thi"nk in terms of a personal library of 30
million books. A recent UNITAR document (UNITAR/Eur/ 3/2~
notes that there will probably be one million journals in
30 years time. Currently it is estimated that about 2000
books (i.e, 1 million pages) appear every minute throughout
each day.
·
~

(*)

Jean Piaget. General problems of interdisciplin~ry research and common mechanismss. In: Unesco. Main trends
of research in the social and human sciences. Paris,
Unesco, vol.1, 1970, pp. 467-52~.
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primarily interested in the ..categories themselves and their
lnte.rrelationships, and the dynamic lies in reformulatin\;i,
resliaping, and regrouping the system cf categ.ories in an
effort to get closer to the cont~nt (*). It is clear that
the li<1tural sciences could easily adjust to an arbitrary
permanent category hierarchy• whereas the social sciences
would be straight-jacketed and ill-!lerved by any s).lch sys-· ·

·.>·

•

:

E>.A.' Strickl<Jnd has suggested' C*) that the Shepard's Citati'On coding system for American case and statutor)• law
might provide suggestions as to how to handle tne·concept
coding problems on computer.
The beauty of' t~e Citator system is that it too is ~esigned
to convey acc.urate information about embiguou$ concepts arid
about ide'as tho mcrnning and validity of. which arc themselves
in dispute. The" basic logic of it is this: The units of
analysis {judicial decisions.an<:! statutes} are ordered according to real time, Since these elements are already ref'ei•
red to by number (e.g. 351 U.S .• 147,1956, meaning a certain
volume of the U.S. Rnports at a certain page, for the given
year), the task of tho cit a tor is som.ehow to ch,aracterize ·
the relation .of the elements across time... Note that at
this level the co.ntent of a unit need not be described or
charac;terized one way or .the other; what i! represented is
the relationship between two units.

tern.,

Shuffl.j.ng 11ocuments an·d signs might facilitate the transf'ar
of meaning and knowledge betweeri those who could identify
t.ha representati va 0:f t.he group f'or whom a particular set of'
meanings could be consistently and unambiguously attached
to the signs. But even within that group, advances in knowl,edge and rectinci;lp.tualization have to b!l carefully x:elated.
tti the original set of meanings. However, m<iking the documents and signs of' that group available to other "outside''
·groups would only introduce "noise" and confusion. A
f<noUJ_l_e_'!,s_"'!.::!ti:..~e.!).te_it inrormation .system would be needed to
avoid $Uch confusion and fai;:ilitate fruitful interaction
between different schools of thought within the social
sciences.

"

'

.

The simplest way of connecting· the units is to designate which
of them explicitly cites whi.ch others. Hence, a later· cas·e
· w·ould not be cited at. all, under the entry for an anterior
·one, unle.ss tbe former were somehow dl;lpendent on the latter.
f'.or e~ample:
· ·
·

Perhaps the clearest example· of' the need for a concept- or
f<nowl.edge·-oriented appr.(lach in the case of the social sci1mces
is, given by the confusion of meanings.associated with tho•
conc-ept "democ1'acy". f'.ew people know that Unesco arranglid an
expel:'t meeting to clarify. its .meaning. The meeting concluded
that at least thirty distinc.t meaning.s were required and in
use.• (*} The 1'eport was iuithdrau:n for circulation fOr political reasons -- it is political dynamite. It means that in
most international debates (in which_ the word is a vital
element of the .consensus. of interest and common goal on 111hich
the discussion is founde.d) participants are simply talkin,g
past one another, and resolutions containing the word are ot
questionable significance. In fact, the multiplicity of interpretations implicit in term-orienteo discussions and report ·
production may-be considered a direct stimulus to the production or Further reports giving clarifying.or alternative inte1'-·
pretations --· thus Further clogging document systems.
·

63 Mich. 709. (1961)
j 64 Mch 328
d 86 Mch 96
r 94 Mch 18
.115 Mch 667
(etc.)

The citation without a iower .. case ptef'J.x is merely one which
relies on .the case-in-chief in othru than one of' the ways
desi9nated by the standard pref ix es. Th'.e prefixes stand fo.r ·..
Judgements about. the ,nature of the connections, e.g. that the
later caso dissents From (d) the earlier one, or reverses
(r) it. (The need for precision in this area stems of course
from the American adherence . to stare. d11cisis.)
-

(*)

.

• J!!E~J:l2£!ird's CitaJor - .:_codiJlg J!!chniqu.!•

s~.i'ence~; u~~ble to latch cinto an unambiguous corit"e~t,, orJ

This approach is possible with the coding syitem in zone b.1
(Appendix A6) •
.

.

Strickland then·suggests two possible refinements:·,
Both natural and social science have conceptual parsimony
as a criterion, 111hereas the •sciences humaines" are interested in multiplying the number of possible concepts and
increasing their variety.

(**) ffentioned by f'..A. Casadio 1 Director, Societa Italiana per
l'Organi~zione

Internationale.

( *) Internal note to COCTA members, 9 October 1971.
The
text of this Appendix is entirely based on the contents
of' the note.
;:.
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{i)

·.

use of codes to indicate topoiagic~l relatiorishi~s

e

·Use bf the Intornational. Standard Book Nuin6.ering Te.chnigue

is included in A

8 includes A

to

Ther'o is a strong temptation to adopt a technique similar
that. of ~he International Standard Book Numbering (ISBN).
syst~m ·now used (on tho reverse of all racent book tit.la·
pa9os) to givo a .unique code to each book. This number co111~
sists of 10 digits made up of the fallowing parts:

. 8 overlaps A
B is ob~erse of A
B contradicts A (i.e. "has nothing to do zith A")
B is included in A and includes C
etc.
These features are covered by the coding system in Appendix

..
.•

Appendix DB

group identifiers (i~e., national, geographical,
language or other convenient group).·· An "agancy"
coordinates the allcication ~f number~within each
~roup
e.g., one for Anglo-American publications
.("O."), one for UN system publications, etc:.
!

(ii) indication of the degree o.f consensus on the characterization
of a concept "inasmuch as reasonable men will differ not only
about the exact meaning{s) of a political concept, but also
therefore i;ibovt the simplest relat.ions between such concepts."
Such coding is possible in zone b .2 (sea Appendix A6 ) •
.:

The group identiri~r is allocated by an intern•·
tionnl staridard book numberiqg agency (in formation.*) •.
(This could be consid.ered as a concept fil,ing .
.
·centre i.d.entifier allocated by some loose coordinating body.)
.. -·-

..

•:

book 'publisher identifiers.. The publisher identifier is allocated internally within the group by .
the group agency. (This could be considered as an
accredited concept filing sourc:e identifier alloca-·
tod with respect ta the filing centre for which it .
locates new conceptual entities) ·
book title identifiers. A block or s@guence numbers'
is reserved for each publisher to permit hlm to
select the next available foT the next book. (This
could be considered as a block of sequence numb~rs
for concepts, so that each-accredited source can.
select the next number as each nelll concept is ident if iec;!.)
·
· ·

·--

••• -~-

,->

check digit. This ensures that the code has been
correctly transcribed· and input to the computor. ·A
computer pre-9enerated list of "available" sequen.c1~
numbers incorporates this digit (which.is calculated
on a modular 11 with weights 10-2, using X in lieu
of 10 where 10 ~ould occur as • check digit).

The total length is 10 digits, but the three identifiers onlly
total 9 digits. In order to avoid wastage of numbers or 'lack
of sufficient numbers, publishers with a large book output (of
which there are few) have a two or three digit identif iilr so
that ·the title identifiers can use six. or fiv.e digits. A
( *) Sea proceetlihgs of International Or9anizatlon for Standnrdi- ·.
z1atioh. Technical Committee 46, Working Group 1 on ISHN/
ISSN (ISO/TC 46/ WG1). Lisbon, April-May, 1971. for ae'C:essible description, see'.:- Suzann'e Honore. La numer'ote1Uon normalises internationale du livre. Bulletin des. ·
Bibliotheques de France, 14, 28, August 1g5a, p~ 32,3:53, bibl •

'·
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smai1 publisher (of whi~h there are many) has a five or six
digit identifier so that the titlR identifier can use two or
three digits. The Publisher idantifisr is therefore selected
on the basis of his output using from two to six digits es
required. Hyphen separators are used.

Sources f'or social science concepts

The temptation to use this system should however be resisted.
While the significance attached to ttlB digits is only "administrative" and has no "theoretical" implications, problems of
overflowing the allocated blocks are bound to occur. The system will "bulge" in unpredictable areas as the U.D.C. has
~one.
It is also questionable whether so much significance
should be placed -0n the source which, once the concept has
been incorporated, will quickly become irrelevant within the
network of other related concepts from other sources.

1.

Guidahce in limiting •cope can be o~t~ined by concentrating,
in the light of the priorities in Appendix A7, on concepts
mentioned in such publications. as:
David L. Sills. (Ed.). International Encyclopadia·of the
Social Sciences, Macmillan, 1968.
Approx. 2500 main antries; 50,000 oross-referenca entries,
covoring tho concepts, theories, and method~ of the following disciplines1
Anthro~ology -- includes cultural, economic, physical ,
political, social, and applied anthropolog~, as well
as archeology, ethnography, ethnology, and linguistics.
Economics -- includes econometrics, economic history, the
history of economic thought, economic development, ~gri
culturol economics, industrial organization, international
economics, labor economics, money and banking, public
finance, and certain aspec€s of business management.
-- include1s cultural, economic, political, and
social geography, but not physical geography.
Histou -- includes the traditional subject.:.matter fields
of history and the scope and methods of historiography.

Googr~

-- includes jurisprudence, the major legal systems,
legal thoory, and the relationship of law to the other
social .sciences.

~

Political science -- includes public administration, public
law 1 international relations, comparatlve politics, political theory, and the study of policy making and political behaviour.
Psychiatry -- inch1de·s theories and descriptions of the
principal mental disorders and methods of diagnosis a~d
treatment.
Pnych~

-- includes clinical, counseling, educational,·
experimental, personality, physiological, social, and
applied psychology.

Sociology -~ includes economic, organi2ational, political,
rural, and urban sociology; the sociologiea of knowledge,
law, religion, and medicine; human ecology; thei history
of social thought, sociometry and -0ther small-group
research; survey research; and such special fields as
criminology and demography,
·
Statis.!:1.£§_ -- includes theoretical statistics; the design
of experiments, non-sampling errors, sample surveys,
government statist:ics, and the use of statistic:al methods
in social science research,

2.

Julius Gould and W.L. Kolb (Ed.) A Dictionary of the Social
Selene~ (Compiled under the auspices of UNESCO). New
York, Free Press of Glencoe, 1964.

3
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This volume is the result of international meetings and
national pilot projects (1952-1956) under the auspices of
UNESCO to define the key concepts most widoly employed in
various social science disciplines. The experts recommended
that the everyday usage of th~ terms defined should be
given as well as the most widely accepted scientific usages,
which should be illustrated by short quotations from the
literature. The aim was to find ~ynthetic scientific definitions that would constitute a common denominator in the
different usages.
It was recognized that the selection of 1000 "general"
concepts and terms used in the social sciences would be
a difficult and, in part, arbitrary undertaking. Tentative
selections were made from a study of the literature in the
fields of political science, social anthropology, economics,
social psychology, and sociology -- the aim being to select
terms that were general and/or in some way basic to the discipline concerned.
·

seeking" social sciences and covers sociology (Lazarsfeld) 1
political sciHncc (Mackenzie), psychology (Piaget), economics
(~ovoral authors), demography (Bourgeois-Pichat), linguistics
(Jakobson), interdisciplinary problems (Piaget), mathematical models (Boudon), problem-focused research (de Bie), ·
comparative research (Rokken), and research policy (Trist).

for the most part terms were omitted that were unduly technical or appeared to be used only in the analysis of minor
or local phenomena. As attempt was made to exclude those
terms about whose meaning there was little dispute or whore
little could be added to a standard dictionary definition~
In deciding upon the number of terms to be drawn from each
discipline, the editorswere guided by the desire to achieve
a r6ugh balance between the disciplines. Despite this,
concepts from poritical science and sociology were in the
majority. On the other hohd, it was noted that many of the
concepts·were "general" in a special sense, in that they
were used in two or more social science disciplines.
Each entry was divided into a number of sections:
~.
giving the core meaning or meanings of the term as. usod
in one or more of the social sciences
B.

International Committee for Social Sciences Documentation.
International bibliography of the social sciences. London,
Tavistock, 4 annual volumes (sociology, political science,
economics, social and cultural anthropology).
Those volumes do not, of course, attempt an~ synthesis at
overview from which key concepts could be extracted, They
do, howevor 1 have good indexes which could assist in the
location of frequently-occurring concepts. The bibltographical entries are also classified into subject group•
ings in a helpful manner.

5.

Key textbooks in each discipline.
In each discipline there are a few key textbooks which are
recognized as offering the clearest insight into the concepts
of the discipline.

6.

Other sources.
Consideration could be given to using the major abstracts
for each ~isciplino to isolate the key concepts used with
a certain frequency (e.g. Sociological Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, etc.). The U.S. Dissertation Abstracts
might also be useful.

7.

Specialized multi-lingual dictionaries.
for example:
. (1) CDnter Hcenich. Dictionary of international relations
and oolitics; systemati~ and alphabetical in four
languages (Cerman/Cnglish/French/Spanish). Elsevier, 1965,

giving a historical background of these meanings and/or
more detailed discussion

This dictionary has S778 terms with equivalents in the
four languages.

C/D/E etc. giving more historical background plus details
of the controversies and divergencies of meaning. The
aim was to clarify the extent and sources of divergence
and to describe the many convergences that could be
noted·.

(2) I. Paenson, English/fr~nch/Spanish/Russian Systematis
Glossary of Select Economic and Social Terms.
Pergammon, 1964.

The entries were prepared by individual scholars, in some
cases with "second opinions".
3.

4,

UNESCO. Main Trends of Research in the Social and Human
Sciences. Paris, Unesco, (Port one: social sciences, 1970
,819 p; Part two: human sciences, 1972?).Also in Franch ed~tioh.
These volumes are potentially useful as a guide to selecting
concepts and sources. Part one is confined to the "law-

'II

Oxford,

Attempts to present a system of inter-related concepts
which reflect a vertical hierarchy and are presented .
within a continuous text in a systematic GX'pqsition of
a given subject (see Appendix 012).
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·International O~gan.i~ahons lliossibh Interested

' ' . Kt?.lfLl:J_onshi.£

·Appendix 011 ·

t.'!-~J1~_$.llT.G..QJ1Ji~_o1nm_~ndatib~s

In tlie U.S.A. the National Academy. of Sciences and the .
National Academy of Engineering appointed a committee on
. Scientific and Technical Communication (sATCOM) which undertook a three-year.survey (1966-68) funded by the National
Science Foundation.

Interriatianal Federation far Documentation {Classification Group)
International Sociological Association
Internet ion al Pali ti.cal Science Association
Saci~ty for General Systems Research
European Centre for .coari::Jination of Research and. Documentation

This resulted in a report.(*) and recommendations.

in the So.cial Sci.ences
Institute of International Law

or major concern Illas the increase in ~he volume of such
int'orma ti on, the emergence of new disc:i.plinEis, and· 1Jf new
links bctllleen existing ones, and the iRcteasing diversify
of user groups and user needs• The Committee made :~ecommend
atians with respe.ct to improvements "to the structuring, flolli
and transfer or scientific and technical information and in.sight•"

International Association for Analytical Psychology
Internati,anal Association of legal; Science
International· Association of Applied Psychology
International Association of 'Individual Psychology
International lnstitute of Administrative Science

On the question of fufther research, the Committee reported
that "More exciting than retrieval or information from a
static store is evolutionary indexing, in which user's
.
.
additions, modifications, restructuring, and critical commen-·.
tarios steadily improve the initial indexing •• ~" NSF funding of investigation into this approach was. recam~ended.

Internatitinal Unio11 tif Psychological Science
Internati~inal Comrniuian for a History of the Scientific and
Cultural Development of Mankind
International Committee for Historical Sciences:

•·

The report laid great st;ess· tin the intel.'disciplinary inf or•
m~tion problem.
"With, the expansion of the body of recorded
informat i.on, the Ii kelihood that all .the informaf;ion which
could be of use in a given operation will ·have its origin in .
tho geographic,. temporal or disciplinary neighborhood or (its)
potential point of applica-tion decreases." If; concludes
that an area requiring further action "related to the slowly
knitt,l.ng, massive, mission-oriented pro.grams of recent years
which deal with major so 0 ial concerns ••• Economic, demographic ·
ond sociological information will have to. be readily av;iilable and used in .complete integration 111ith engineering, gee.graphic, and other relevant kinds of information."

International Council for Philosophy and Humanistic st·ud5,e13
International Institut11 of Socit>logy
International Law Association
Interna&nal Institute of Philosophy
International Social Science Council
International rederation of Societies of Philosophy
International Society for General Semantics
_
International Union ofAnthropological and Ethnological. Sciences
Pugwash Conference an Sr;ience and World Affairs
· International U.nion of Orientalist$
World A.cadHy of /\rt and Science
International r ederation for Modern l..~nguag&s ancf

.

International Association of Universities
European Society of Culture
Intaramerican Society of' Psycholo9y
International Bureau of Differential Anthl'.opology

-~

...

.-'"•'

( *) Scientific and Technical Communication; a prtJsSing nati-onal
·
problem and J;"ecommendations for its so;LuU1on. Washington,
· N.ational Academy of Sciences, 1969.
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Appendix

Glossary of Sele.cted Term.s in Public Lalll,
International Center ·fo·r the Terminolo
(INTERCENTRE

•.

of the Social

INTERCENTRE is now in the process of completing terms in
subject area, and will shortly be publishin9 the result,

This centre, under the leadership of Dr. I.saac Paenson, tia s. >
been· active. in the production of glt:issaries; as an aid to .. , : .
translators and specialists in the econo~ic and social .
disciplines, o·r. Panason specifically makes the point that
the olossaries are not "word lists with s~ts of definitions,"
but ~n the contrary are attempts to pres~nt a system of inter•
related ~oncepts lll~ich reflect a vertical hierarchy and are
presented within a coritinuous text. Ha racognizes that the
dirffct translation of a word or phrase l"rom a foreign language
· is only part of the way to comprehension, and has aimed at
conveying not merely the .right word to use in a particular ..
·context, but also the idea ·the word expresses.• Every effort is
evidently made to ensure that '!;h.e texts are authoritative,
· ... ·
The glossaries. produced so far have ,been supported fintin~iall.Y ,:
Qr 'othetwise by contacts with Unesco and the Intern.ational ·
Social Science. Council.· An effort has been made to maintain .
contact with na.t:ionai and regional centres interested· .~n the.Ela.
a.pproaches.
·
S stematic tloss~r ~f Selected Ec~nomic and Social Terms
French S anish Russian·· Ptirgamon Press, 1964.

En li~h

Section headings: Demand, Production, Business E:conomics, Labour
tond Social Security Questions, Financial Questions, Economic
Theories, International Trade, ·Alphabetic lndex of Terms in
all four languages.
The Glossary is almost entirely concerned uiith economic terms,
the only social terms includ.ed are those with' respect to soCial
security •. The general approach is to take, topic by topic,
·.
each aspect of economics and fq:;- ·each concept within e.ach aspect
to give a sentence or pbrase and its equivalents in each lan.·
guage. There, is not a· great deal of emphasis ·on differences
.
of meaning itl specific terms • . Thet'e are some exceptions to this;
For .example, different economic theories are given in some detail.
"National inco~e" is given with various alternative dePinitions. ~
But in general, each term is tt'eated a~ having a :single meaning •.

..

No attempt i!l made to show the interconnections bet1ueen terms
i.n any syste.mat.ic Way• ·The structure is not ·a ·Very deep one,
and is f:l.asEid on his breakdown of economics. "Concepts ore not
broken do·wn into sub-uni ts,· in the way that is planned irr
proje6t,
·
· ·
·

,,r

6f Statistical Methods
S •stemati.c Clossat' of the Terminolo
tnglish.french Spanish 8ussian • Pergamon pr~ss, 1970.
. ,
This is prepared on ;th!il. samt1·.,bai;i~ as· the ,previous itol4me~
Again,the;emphasii,is on·providioO a cla~r definition 6f~ ·
each term uiithin a systematic e1<posit ion a.f th.a subject. The
presentation is given in the at.tached extract.

Cle1;1rly, the work of this Centre could repreiient an important
aid to this pi:oject, and it is also very probable that the ·
output or the project would be of great use to the Centre in
preparing further glossaries, There is, however, a very clear
distinction between the concerns of this project, namely to :
c!arify differences in meanings and to register' different
contiepts, and· .the INTERCENT.RE: emphuia on defining terms within ··
a specific·framework.
·

